The developing cervical spinal ventral commissure of the rat: a highly controlled axon-glial system.
The floor plate of the neural tube is of major importance in determining axonal behaviour, such that, having crossed, decussating axons do not cross back again. The ventral commissure (VC) of the spinal cord forms immediately ventral to the floor plate shortly after neural tube closure. It is the principal location in which decussating axons cross the midline. It is probably also of major importance in neural tube development, but has received relatively little attention. This study analyses the growth and development of the rat VC and also axon-glial relationships within it throughout the crucial prenatal period of extensive transmedian axon growth, when key biochemical interactions between the two tissues are taking place. The morphometric, stereological and immunohistochemical methods used show that the axonal and glial populations remain in a finely balanced equilibrium throughout a period of almost a hundred-fold growth of both elements. At all stages axons are highly segregated into small bundles of constant size by glial processes, to which they are closely apposed. Thus, glial-axon contact is remarkably precocious, uniquely intimate and persists throughout VC development. This suggests that the relationship between the two tissues is highly controlled through interactions between them. The VC is likely to be the physical basis of a second set of glial-axonal interactions, namely, those which are well known to influence axon crossing behaviour. In mediating these, the extensive axon-glial contact is an ideal arrangement for molecular transfer between them, and is probably the substrate for altering axon responsiveness and ensuring reliable transmedian decussation. The VC is therefore a segregating matrix temporally and spatially specialised for a range of key developmental axon-glial interactions.